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SAFETY
TYPHOON TWIN is the first hood with double built-
in technology. Thanks to suction mode options it 
can perform in “ECO” mode, to ensure restraint 
parameters and safety, in accordance with EN 14175 
and UNI TS 11710 with low energy consumption. 
On the other hand, the H.I.C. mode (Hood 
Integrated Control V.A.V.), the modern controller 
by LABOSYSTEM that sets high performances far 
beyond policies limits and it guarantees a proper 
protection during high-risk steps.

Hood’s durability is ensured by a specific “service” 
program, that notifies on the screen all control and 
maintenance activities to follow in order to keep the 
total efficiency over time.

 
 
PERFORMANCE
Ventilation system has been object of detailed tests 
with smoke generators, tracking gas and CFD fluid 
dynamic analysis to create most extreme using con-
ditions. Easy to guess looking at recovery slits in suc-
tion chamber, they are totally different from what 
we have seen until today, this system guarantees a 
better gas and steam deletion, minimizing turbulen-
ce phenomenon.
Thanks to technologies integrated in TYPHOON 
TWIN controller, operator can choose the most su-
itable suction type through functions customization.
This performance gives a high safety that operator 
can perceive since the very first use of the hood, 
thanks to a simple approach and to complete infor-
mation given in real time from the LCD screen.
.
  

ERGONOMICS AND INNOVATION
Using TYPHOON TWIN is very easy. Actually, all 
utilities are placed on side uprights in ergonomic 
position, easy accessible and visible from the outside, 
thanks to large glass surfaces that help with the 
lighting inside work vain and most of all to observe 
what is happening inside the hood staying far from 
the machine.
Cables access the interior vain through large round-
cable passage and drain tray is built in the side 
upright, in peripheral location and on a Monolite 
Ipergres® surface.

The awareness of constant relationship with the 
unknown in research laboratories makes the 
pursuit of safety highly complex.
At the same time, the increasing realization of 
today main role of ecology topic in any project 
that to be defined as so, it must guarantee 
sustainability over time, encouraged us to explore 
new solutions.
So far, here are the inspiring concepts in 
TYPHOON-TWIN project, a “Collective Protection 
Device” characterized by an eco-friendly approach. 
Thus we managed to offer technical contents that 
make TYPHOON TWIN an exclusive and unique 
product.
 
 
MATERIALS
TYPHOON-TWIN is made up with high quality 
materials that ensure high robustness and 
chemical resistance. These aspects always defined 
LABOSYSTEM’s products.
The absolute absence of porous materials is sign 
of high quality and durability. In fact, materials 
such as wood fiber or excessive use of paint metal 
sheets are easy to attack on areas in long lasting 
contact with corrosive deposits.
 
• Supporting structure in steel and aluminium.
• Full surfaces protection with anti-acid paint.
• Interior coating in laminated HPL Labgrade, 

high anti-acid thickness.
• Side and front faces in protective glass.
• Interior LED lighting.
• Digital controller with 4” display and multiple 

languages interface.
• Interior side surfaces in Monolite Ipergres.
• Assembly without visible clamping systems 

(screws) exposed to corrosion.
• Integrated safety cabinet LABOSAFE 

managed by mentioned controller (suction 
and service).

 
 

Safety And Ecology 
finally, they evolved.
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The large glass surfaces contribute to the lighting of 
the work area.

LABOSAFE safety cabinet EN 16121 certified,  completely managed by controller

Detail of the exclusive canopy with LED 
lighting and explosion-proof doors.

The internal side shelves with integrated 
tray are in Monolite Ipergres®.

The side uprights integrate round-cable passage 
of the power cables.

An emergency eye wash can be integrated on the 
side uprights.

All utilities are installed on the side uprights in an ergonomic position, easily 
operated and clearly visible even from the outside.
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LABOSYSTEM IS ALSO...
Our production is divided in different 
modular systems lines, certified EN 13150. 

Service: 
A team characterized by specific 
knowledge is able to offer a periodic check 
and preventive maintenance service.

Lab furniture
An innovative furniture line, in which 
design, ergonomics and technology define 
new quality standards.

ASTROLAB
A satellite furniture system that is born to 
meet the needs of flexibility and evolution 
of modern instrumental laboratories.

HOOD INTEGRATED CONTROL (V.A.V.)
Graphical interface removes all learning and training 
barriers usually needed and it gives back clear and visible 
information during operation.

The system includes a service calendar, to program 
the maintenance activities, an info button for clear 
instructions in each page, an emergency button to 
manage accidents, and several passwords to program 
and using the hood in complete safety. Each alarm is 
texted with blinking directions on screen and sounded 
with silence button.

Hood Integrated Control lets functioning at a constant 
flow rate (man) or at a variable flow rate V.A.V. (auto) 
constant speed with latch in any position.

LEGEND CONTROLS
 
1. Motorized ascent and descent of frontal glass 

(optional)
2. Interior LED lighting system ON/OFF
3. Suction electric aspirator with ON/OFF system 

(programmable countdown)
4. Circular pad for programming (performance 

parameters settings)
5. Variable flow rate suction activation (V.A.V.)
6. Constant flow rate activation
7. Emergency button (maximum suction)
8. ECONOMY DRIVE activation
9. 4” LCD screen with local time and date and 

parameters visible at the same time
10. Lighting, interior temperature and hours of 

operation
11. Info button
12. Silence button for acoustic alarms
13. Stand by button

Web Platform for 
Remote  Management

EN 61010 EN 14175
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Labosystem s.r.l. • Via Don Fasola, 4 - 22069 ROVELLASCA (CO) - Italy 
Tel. +39 02 96749160 • info@labosystem.it  

www.labosystem.it 

Models

WT5001 WT5002 WT5003 WT5004 WT5005

External dimensions L x D x H

1200 x 1050 x 2500 1500 x 1050 x 2500 1800 x 1050 x 2500 2100 x 1050 x 2500 2400 x 1050 x 2500

Internal dimensions L x D x H

1180 x 730 x 1200 1480 x 730 x 1200 1780 x 730 x 1200 2080 x 730 x 1200 2380 x 730 x 1200

Worktop dimensions L x D

900 x 750 1200 x 750 1500 x 750 1800 x 750 2100 x 750

Height of surface from ground H

900 900 900 900 900

Weight with Worktop (stoneware) Kg

250 280 305 330 350

Suction hose fittings dimensions   Ø  (mm)

200 - 250 250 250 250 - 315 315 - 350

Output voltage   (volt)

220 220 220 220 220

Max input power (watt)

600 600 600 1150 1150

Min - Max Hood nominal capacity* with H.I.C. (V.A.V.) and constant speed   (m3/h)

80 - 810 110 - 1080 135 - 1350 160 - 1620 180 - 1890

Containment capacity (ppm) < 0,1

Hood nominal capacity with Economy Drive System and constant speed  (m3/h)

486 648 810 972 1134

Containment capacity (ppm) < 0,1 with sash 500mm

*Min rate with sash closed freely programmable
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